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Administrators Report
Three years over the agreed two-year term as Administrator I will be replaced by
Jack Humphrey as admin. Jack will do a sterling job and is ably assisted by Cara
Dillon. Cara has provided an incredible service to JCNA. Her attention to detail is
rare and her communication skills with the clubs is well received by all. Properly
motivated and appreciated this YOUNG woman will prove to be one of the key
members of JCNA’s future.
Also, an honorable mention should go to C&A printing in Alabama (Roll Tide). Angi
and her staff do an incredible job in issuing new membership packets and have
assumed the mail merge responsibilities for the still growing MAL membership.
As you all know membership cards are now a part of every Jaguar Journal you get.
Prue new members still receive a packet with a card but renewing members
simply have a card as part of the flysheet with your JJ. This information was
disseminated by some clubs, but many did not. This caused a lot of needless
phone calls and E-mail exchanges. This puts the administration in the information
business that should be handled by local club leaders.
Further there are too many clubs that do not keep up with current addresses for
their members causing the expensive return of errant Jaguar Journals. The
administrators continually receive requests for change of addresses which are
honored but end every exchange with a plea for them to make sure their local
club also has the information. Unfortunately, too often the reply is they have tried
but get no answer or response. One of the reasons membership rosters were not
issued at the start of the year is often the member was checked off when they
renewed but no attention was paid to the address and other information. This is a
problem and not a small one.
In closing I will of course continue to assist Jack as he sees necessary and have no
doubt the transition will be seamless.

